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Abstract
We argue that infrared renormalons { singularities in the Borel plane conjugate to the coupling constant
{ might be an attribute of a renormalization scheme used. Explicit examples of renormalization
schemes without a Landau pole of the eective coupling constant and infrared renormalons are given.
A specic role of the gluon condensate as a nonperturbative regulator of the running coupling constant
at small momenta is also discussed.
Study of high orders of perturbation theory has recently received more attention [1] in connection
with the validity and uniqueness of the operator expansion [2-6]. Perturbation theory is claimed to
be incomplete because of nonsummability by Borel technique and requires an explicit introduction of





in QCD with massless quarks [3]. The consequence of Borel nonsummability for heavy quarks is an
arbitrariness of the pole mass of a heavy quark [7] due to a subset of diagrams containing a simple loop
with partially summed gluon propagator that develops the well-known Landau pole at small momenta.
All these results become well-grounded in case of QED in the framework of 1=N
F
expansion [8].
As for QCD the results are plausible but not rigorous because there is no regular way of extracting
the gauge invariant subset of diagrams that could provide a nonsummable series. The only theoretical
basis is the use of "naive nonabelianization" [9] that in practice leads to substitution of the leading
order eective coupling constant into integrals that makes them ill-dened due to the infrared Landau
pole.
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Thus, the whole concept of renormalons came out of the existence of the Landau pole (Parisi's
conjecture about using the eective coupling constant in Schwinger-Dyson equation [10]). The pole
appears however only in perturbation theory framework for the -function and can be absent after
summing an innite subset of terms.
Consider a simple example. Let -function of a theory in some particular renormalization scheme





























and the unphysical pole at z = 
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particular way of summing an innite number of perturbative terms for the -function can cure the
Landau pole problem. Let us stress that there are no nonperturbative terms added but the freedom
of choosing a renormalization scheme for an innite series was used instead. This is however beyond
the formal framework of perturbation theory that allows only nite order polynomials in the coupling
constant for any quantity.
Formula (1) can be considered either as a pure perturbation theory result in some particular
renormalization scheme after an innite resummation or as a sort of Pade approximation of some real
-function that might include nonperturbative terms as well. The only important point for us here is
that the running coupling obeying to the renormalization group equation with such a -function has
a smooth continuation to the infrared region.
In QED it was shown that the series for the -function is not Borel summable in the on-shell
renormalization scheme [8] in the framework of 1=N
F
expansion. Some particular reshue of innite
number of terms that is allowed by the freedom of the renormalization scheme choice could probably
lead to a summable series as well. These questions though have not been considered yet.
The eective charge given by eq. (3) has a correct asymptotic behavior at z ! 1 and no singularity
in the whole complex plane with a cut along the positive semiaxis if one considers it as a running
2
coupling constant in Euclidean space. These properties make it a good expansion parameter for
physical observables that obey the dispersion relation because it has a proper analytic behavior unlike
the asymptotic charge with the Landau pole.




of the QCD -function are renormalization scheme invariant and cannot be changed one could



















; k > 0 (4)


































The -function given by eq. (4) is bounded at large  and eq. (5) has a solution for (z) that is
dened on the whole positive semiaxis and is free of the Landau pole. The absence of singularities
(Landau ghost) destroys the mathematical part of the reasoning of refs. [1,7] about Borel nonsumma-
bility and also Parisi's conjecture [10] looks wrong in this particular scheme.
The solution (5) can be rewritten without using  in a more traditional form through some
intermediate energy scale . The parameter  has no special meaning anymore as a position of





































It is clear that this form is just a specic regularization of the Landau singularity that introduces no
imaginary part (cf. ref. [6]).
Thus, in the pure perturbation theory framework one can eliminate the Landau pole of the coupling
using the freedom of the renormalization scheme choice. The smooth coupling however does not require
any nonperturbative eects to regularize any integrals in which it appears.
In fact, playing with the renormalization scheme freedom can happen to contain no physics, so
we would like to mention another possibility that gives a denition of an eective charge through a





















































(s) + (s+ 
2
)( s):
The unphysical singularity (a cut along a part of the negative semiaxis) corresponds to an unphysical
pole in D(Q
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also has an explicit nonperturbative term unlike eq. (4).
Thus, in general there are two possibilities to eliminate the pole (and, therefore, renormalons):
one is purely perturbative (though with reshuing of an innite number of terms) and another is
nonperturbative that, in fact, can be done in a special scheme where all higher order corrections
vanish. As for this second possibility, the gluon condensate could provide a kind of subtraction made
by hand in eq. (6).
Now we discuss the role of the gluon condensate or other nonperturbative parameters in more
detail. The idea is to make the naive eective charge { computed with polynomial -function (like
MS-scheme in low orders) { integrable without any explicit use of the renormalization scheme freedom
but by adding a nonperturbative parameter immanent to the eld theory. Phenomenologically it is
more ecient because of larger sensitivity of physical quantities to such objects than to a change of
the renormalization scheme in high orders. One can also hope that such a construction can recover
the true behavior of the eective charge in the infrared region.

















(s) + : : : (8)
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is the charge in a scheme like
MS containing the pole regularized by taking the principal value. Such a distribution is a natural







+ : : : The generalized solution (in the sense of distributions) is not unique
however and allows some arbitrariness at s = 
2
, which therefore should be a series of  function and
its derivatives. This charge is bad (not positively dened) and A;B; ::: are nonperturbative parameters
serving for improving the infrared behavior. We chose the support of "nonperturbative terms" to lie
at s = 0 instead of s = 
2
that doesn't make much dierence in our approximation. Now we consider
several models for (s) and compute parameters A and B. In the spirit of operator expansion A = 0
(no gauge invariant operators with dimension two) and B  G
2
. Within the stated model the gluon
condensate is computed through the parameter  and depends in a functional way on the pattern of
continuation.
Models:








System of equations for determining A and B is
li(a) +A = 0; li(a
2
)  B = 0







with VP (principal value) prescription for the pole at real positive a > 1. A solution (with a constraint






















i = (0:330 MeV )
4
we nd a connection between the gluon condensate and 
MS
for this
particular model 0:330 MeV  1:52B
1=4
. Note that the corresponding -function is compatible








































System of equations for determination of A and B is
li(a)  ln(a  1) = li(a); li(a
2
)  a  ln(a  1) = li(a
2
) B:
The solution a = 2; B = 2.
4. Model Eq. (3). The solution depends on the parameter k entering the expression for -function
(1). For k  2 the solution is close to one of models (2) and (3) but for dierent k there may be no
solution at all or requires a nonzero A and negative B.
For models (2) and (3) we nd a constraint 0:330MeV = (1:870:18)
MS
. Taken literary it gives

MS
= 18020MeV that is in a good agreement with the present data. In general, our result means
that the numerical values of the gluon condensate and of the parameter 
MS
are compatible with each
other for smooth continuation into the infrared region (like models (2,3)). For model (1) numerics will
be slightly dierent and in case of the model (4) it depends on k going from a bad solution through
the standard values to some bad ones again.
Thus we have found some new solutions to the dispersion relation considered as an equation with
regards to its spectral density. The gluon condensate is interpreted as a quantity making the running
coupling well-dened at small momenta and has nothing to do (at least explicitly) with resonances
in the considered channel. A practical consequence of this fact for heavy quarks would be that when

























































In the validity region the series can be summed by Borel technique and then continued to a desired
area. This continuation requires some care. In terms of integral exponent Ei(z) we have
li(z) = Ei(ln(z))
and for real positive x at x!1 the following relation holds [13]









+ : : :

:
So the dierence between the asymptotic expansion (9) summed with Borel technique and its analytic
continuation in  is
1
ln(z)






Thus, a casual continuation of the expansion (9) beyond the region of its validity leads to Borel
nonsummability (as in eq. (10) for  > 0) while a careful continuation produces "nonperturbative
terms".


































with a renormalon at b = 2 in the Borel plane. Other moments produce the whole series of renormalons
at n = 3; 4; : : :
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To conclude, we have exploited the renormalization scheme freedom to show that some innite
subsets of diagrams can be even convergent not just summable in some generalized way. Then with
lack of any parameter or criterion for choosing a particular set of diagrams the renormalization scheme
freedom { extended to partially summed innite series { can change the conclusion about the pattern
of behavior of perturbation theory series in high orders and the very existence of renormalons can well
be the attribute of a renormalization scheme with the Landau ghost.
The analogy with the gauge freedom is in order here. Choosing the gauge one can change the set of
Green's functions of a theory (leaving the S-matrix untouched) likewise using the expansion parameter
{ a properly dened eective charge { one can get dierent series and dierent representations for
physical quantities that corresponds to creating or not of some additional singularities in Borel plane
like renormalons.
As for phenomenological applications, there are models where some extrapolation of the running
charge into the infrared region is used for practical calculation (normally under the sign of integration).
Our results show that with an extrapolation chosen one can not freely add the contribution of gluon
condensate to take into account nonperturbative eects and "improve" the computation { it must
be coordinated with the continuation. In fact, the xed gluon condensate corresponds to a xed
continuation { namely the pattern of principal value. In other words we have found another solution
to the dispersion relation considered as an equation with regard to the spectral density that has
nothing to do with resonances explicitly though agrees with Euclidean asymptotics at large Q
2
. An
analogous situation { the existence of dierent solutions for the spectral density that reproduce well




expansion { has been discovered in a toy model considered in ref. [14].
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